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The DEGAS neutral transport code is used in two 
separate cases to simulate the neutral beam box and ves
sel of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). For the 
neutral beam box simulation, known input parameters 
include the ion density at the source exit and the propor
tion of input gas that is converted to the high-energy 
atomic beam. The T° current to the torus is (1.61" ± 
0.03) X 1020 s~J, with the high-energy beam having a 
median energy above 95 keV. Corresponding results are 
found for the D° current. In addition, the amount of gas 
reaching the torus, the pressure, and the flux and energy 
distributions of the ions and neutrals to the walls are 
found. For the tritium case, it is calculated that 92.4 ± 
0.2% of the input tritium reaches the cryopanels, 6.64 ± 

0.05% reaches the torus, and 1.0 ± 0.2% reaches the ion 
dump. In the second run, DEGAS was used to calculate 
the neutral atom flux and energy of particles incident on 
the walls of the vacuum vessel and the neutral pressure 
in the pump duct of TFTR during a typical supershot 
with a 50/50 mixture of deuterium-tritium. Output quan
tities are the current and energy to the bumper limiter 
and first wall. The total amount of tritium implanted 
in the vacuum vessel after 150 shots of 1-s duration is 
estimated to be 0.5 ± 0.1 g in the bumper limiter and 
0.042 ± 0.023 g in the outer wall and pumping duct, 
which is well within the 5-g on-site inventory and the 2-g 
in-vessel inventory. The implications of these results are 
discussed. 

i. INTRODUCTION 

Deuterium-tritium experiments commenced in the To
kamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) on December 10, 
1993, with 6 MW of fusion power being produced.1 Sub
sequent experiments extended this value to > 1 0 MW 
(Ref. 2). An essential component in these high fu
sion power experiments was the use of tritium (r1/2 = 
12.3 yr), the radioactive isotope of hydrogen. Currently, 
TFTR is the world's only magnetic confinement exper
iment utilizing this hydrogenic isotope. Inherent in the 
use of tritium are certain regulatory constraints: The max
imum quantity allowed on the TFTR site at any time is 
small, 5 g, of which up to 2 g may be in a releasable form 
in the tokamak vacuum vessel. Because of the impor
tance of ascertaining the quantity of tritium retained in 
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the system, experimental time on TFTR has been de
voted to tritium retention and recycling experiments.3,4 

Modeling key components of the system can yield im
portant information pertinent to tritium retention, as well 
as providing insight for future devices. To this end, sep
arate computer simulations of the tritium inventory in the 
neutral beamline and in the torus vacuum vessel have been 
performed using the DEGAS computer code. 

!§. TFTR NEUTRAL BEANI OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

The TFTR neutral beam injection system has been 
described in detail elsewhere56 and will only be summa
rized here. Each of the four neutral beamlines possess 
three ion sources,7 any of which may be operated in deu
terium or tritium independent of the others. In the sources, 
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ions are accelerated from a plasma through a series of 
four grids up to a maximum energy of 120 keV. Typical 
deuterium operation is in the range of 90 to 100 keV, 
whereas tritium operation is generally higher, 100 to 
110 keV. For this study, the energy is taken to be the max
imum value of 120 keV, which does not significantly al
ter the results because of the similarity of the cross 
sections at those energies. 

In the low power discharge that creates the plasma 
from which the ion beam is extracted, three hydrogenic 
ions are produced: For deuterium (or tritium), these are 
D + (T + ), D2

+ (Tj) , and Dyt (Tj) . After acceleration, the 
ion beam enters a gas neutralizer where collisions con
vert a portion of the ion beam to neutrals. During this 
process, practically all of the molecular ions dissociate. 
Without loss of applicability to the tritium inventory ques
tion, the incident D j (T^) and D j ( T | ) molecular ions 
are treated as 2 D + ( T + ) and 3 D + (T + ) at one-half and 
one-third of the acceleration energy, respectively. 

With this simplification, the charge-exchange simu
lation need only consider D + (T + ) and D° (T°). The sys
tem of coupled differential equations8 then reduces to 

and 

4ftV 
dir 

dfpo 
drr 

O"OI/D" _ O ' IO/D* 

= O - ! 0 / D + - O"0I/D°» 

(1) 

(2) 

where/D+ and/D<> are the D + and D° fractions of the beam, 
respectively; o-0i and o-10 are the electron stripping and 
electron capture cross sections for D° and D + ; and 7r is 
the integral density n of the gas through which the beam 
is passed. These two equations have the following solu
tions: 

and 

/ D " = 

where 
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After neutralization, any remaining charged parti
cles are removed from the beam by a deflection magnet. 
The discarded ions are deposited onto separate water-
cooled ion dumps for the full-, half-, and third-energy 
D + ( T + ) . The resultant neutral beam is then available 
for transport to the tokamak. 

Lining the two sides of the beamline are cryopanels, 
the innermost surfaces of which are maintained at liquid 
helium temperature, 4.5 K. Here, 30 m2 of cryopanels dif
ferentially pump the beamline with a total pumping speed 
of —106 €/s for deuterium. This large pumping speed is 
necessary to maintain the pressure at or below 10"5 Torr, 
in the presence of a total gas input of 100 Torr-f/s, to 
prevent excessive charge-exchange (and subsequent loss) 
of the neutral beam along its path from the magnet to the 
torus. 

A summary of the gas and power efficiencies of the 
deuterium and tritium neutral beams are given in Table I. 
The extracted current at a given voltage is less, for tri
tium than it is for deuterium. This is due to the fact that 
the ion sources will only operate over a narrow range of 
perveance (where perveance is a quantity, for a given ac
celerator configuration, that is proportional to the ex
tracted ion current and inversely proportional to the 
acceleration potential9 times the square root of the mass 
of the extracted ions). At 120 keV, —70 A of ions can be 
extracted from a deuterium plasma "compared with 60 A 
from tritium. 

Beam composition (species) of the extracted ion 
beams has been measured spectroscopically10 and typi
cal values used in the table. Gas requirement is the flux 
of thermal D2 or T2 necessary to create the extracted cur
rents, F0ao and F+ao are the equilibrium neutral and ion 
fractions of the beam. It is assumed that the ion and neu
tral fractions are no longer changing with TT; i.e., w is 
taken to be infinite in Eqs. (3) and (4). It has been found 
that a significant fraction of the extracted particles are 
widely divergent and lost close to the ion source." This 
loss is reflected by the transmission efficiency column in 
Table I. This loss is taken into account in the neutral and 
ion currents and in the power calculation. 

Gas is supplied to a location in the neutralizer that 
has equal conductance to cryopanels and to the plasma 
source. No separate gas feed into the plasma source is 
provided. In deuterium, the average gas flow rate for the 
12 ion sources is 41 ± 3 Torr-€/s and in tritium 33 ± 2 
Torr-f/s. The quantity of gas contained in the extracted 
70 A and 60 A of D + or T + is 8.4 and 7.1 Torr-f/s, re
spectively. The instantaneous gas efficiency for such op
eration is 20%. Gas is pulsed prior to beam extraction, 
and the gas efficiency over the entire beam cycle is <20%. 
Taking into account the gas lead in time pf 0.5 s prior to 
establishment of the arc'and 0.5 s of arc prior to beam 
extraction, the tritium gas efficiency for a 1-s beam pulse 
is 10%. This average value is a function of pulse length. 
As shown by the DEGAS modeling described in Sec. Ill, 
only a fraction of the extracted ions, however, are in
jected into the torus as neutrals. The gas throughput cor
responding to the 4.07 MW of injected T° is 4.2 Torr • €/s. 
Instantaneous and pulse-averaged gas efficiencies are 13 
and 6%, respectively. Of the tritium injected into the neu
tral beamlines, 6% makes it as fuel to the torus; the re
maining 94% is pumped on the cryopanels. Of the tritium 
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TABLE I 
Experimental Gas Requirements and Currents and Analytical Efficiency, Fractions, and Powers 

» of Deuterium and Tritium in the TFTR Beam Boxes* 

Species 

D + 

D2
+ 

D3
+ 

Total 

T+ 

T2
+ 

T+ 

Total 

Species 
Fraction 

0.72 
0.21 
0.07 

0.72 
0.23 
0.05 

Extracted 
Current 

(A) 

50.4 
14.7 
4.9 

43.2 
13.8 
3.0 

Gas 
Requirement 

(s) 

1.58 X 10 2 0 D 2 

9.19 X 10 1 9 D 2 

4.59 X 1 0 I 9 D 2 

2.95 X 10 2 0 D 2 

(8.4Torr-€) 

1.36 X 10 2 0 T 2 

8.63 X 1 0 , 9 T 2 

2.81 X 10 I 9 T 2 

2.49 X 1020 T2 

(7.1 Torr-f) 

Tooo 

0.44 
0.725 
0.82 

0.625 
0.82 
0.85 

Neutral 
Current 

(A) 

22.2 D 0 

21.3 D 0 

12.1 D 0 

27.0 T0 

22.6 T 0 

7.7 T0 

Transmission 
Efficiency 

0.83 
0.83 
0.83 

0.83 
0.83 
0.83 

Injected 
Power 
(kW) 

2209 
1061 
400 

3670 

2689 
1127 
254 

4070 

T+oc; 

0.56 
0.275 
0.18 

0.375 
0.18 
0.15 

Ion 
Current 

(A) 

28.2 D + 

4.0 D + 

0.9 D + 

16.2 T + 

2.5 T + 

0.5 T + 

Power to 
Ion Dumps 

(kW) 

2811 
403 

88 

3302 

1614 
247 ' 
45 

1906 

*For deuterium, there are 70 A of ions extracted at 120 kV (8400 kW). The gas feed rate is 41 Torr • €/s. For tritium, there are 60 A 
of ions extracted at 120 kV (7200 kW), with a gas feed rate of 33 Torr-C/s. 

if/jected into the beamline, 2% reaches the ion dump in 
the form of energetic tritons, and another ~ 2 % is lost 
near the ion source as highly divergent particles. We 'as
sume that these beam-absorbing surfaces are saturated 
with hydrogenic gas, and the associated 4% of the gas 
flux striking the interior beamline surfaces is included in 
the 94% reaching the cryopanels. 

Of 7.2 MW of extracted tritium ion power at 
120 keV, 4 MW (or 55%) is injected into the torus, 
1.9 MW (26%) reaches the ion dumps, and 1.2 MW is 
lost as highly divergent particles. For deuterium only 44% 
of the extracted power usefully heats the plasma. This is 
the result of the higher particle velocities and concomi
tantly lower charge-exchange efficiency. Of the ex
tracted deuterium power, 39% is dissipated on the ion 
dumps. Tritium injection is much more efficient than deu
terium as is seen by the fact that even though less current 
is extracted, more neutral power is injected. A more pro
nounced beneficial effect is in the power delivered to the 
ion dump. The residual ion power for tritium is <60% 
that for deuterium. Since the full-energy ion dump is cur
rently the limiting constraint due to power handling in 
the pulse lengths allowed for injection, longer pulses are 
permissible in tritium. 

111. DEGAS S ITI0N 

DEGAS (Refs. 12 and 13) is a three-dimensional 
Monte Carlo neutral species code containing extensive 
atomic physics. The simulation includes charge-exchange, 
electron and ion impact ionization, molecular disso

ciation, and recombination. Energy and angle-resolved 
wall reflection coefficients are taken from the VFTRIM 
code,1415 which takes into account the effects of surface 
roughness. The grid coordinates of the simulation are in
put to the code, and values for electron and ion temper
ature, density, velocity, and species are included for each 
grid cell. Particles are moved using a pseudocollision al
gorithm. Several input parameters exist, such as types of 
reflection, volume sources (as in gas puffing) or currents 
(as in reflection off the bumper limiter), and run length 
parameters. During the simulation, the DEGAS code fol
lows neutral particles until they are lost to an exit, are 
ionized, or have too low a weighting. Included in the out
put are neutral gas densities, pressure, fluxes, ionization 
rates, momentum transfer rates, energy transfer rates, 
power loads to the wall, and wall erosion rates. 

EIE.A. Neutral Beam Simulation 

Knowing the macroscopic quantities found experi
mentally and analytically in Sec. II, the process was mod
eled with DEGAS to determine the detailed neutral 
behavior and gain knowledge of the plasma in the source. 
Tritium is followed from injection into one of the four 
neutral beamlines until it is lost on a cryopanel, ion dump, 
or injected into TFTR. The beamline is modeled as pos
sessing only one ion source and neutralizer rather than 
three independent units. Relevant quantities are trebled 
to account for this simplification. A two-dimensional sim
ulation of the geometry is used. To simulate the three-
dimensional geometry of the beamline, the ion dump is 
transposed from the top of the beamline to the side. To 
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account for the lost cryopanel area, an equivalent area of 
the front of the box is taken to be cryopanel. The resul
tant DEGAS geometry, with a 61 X 40 mesh, is shown 
in Fig. 1. Each of the three beam species were simulated 
with separate DEGAS runs. 

The D + and T + ion densities n at the ion source exit 
were estimated in the following way: 

/ 
« = —--, 

Av 

where / is the current in ions per second, A is the area of 
the beam, and v is the velocity. This calculation yields a 
D + (120-keV) estimate of 1.78 X 109 ion/cm1 . Source 
densities and temperatures were estimated by iterating 
the values so as to attain the correct ion fluxes to the ion 
dump and torus. The electron and ion densities in the 
source were found in this manner to be 1 X lO'Vcm3. 
These densities however, are only known to within a fac
tor of 2 because of the weak dependence of the result on 
the electron and ion densities in the source. The electron 
density in the neutralizer was 5 X 10"/cm 3 . Electron 
and ion temperatures in the source were found to be 10 
and 1 eV, respectively. 

The D2 and T2 flow rates to each source used in this 
simulation are 30 Torr-f/s and 27 Torr-€/s, respective
ly.9 These values correspond to total deuterium and tri
tium atomic currents of 6.36 X 102' and 5.72 X 1021 

s~', respectively. The values described in Sec. II typi
cally range 25% higher. One estimate puts the power in
put to each simulated source at 7.8 MW (Ref. 16). For 
the case of the pure 120-keV D " beam, this translates to 
1.2 X 102' ion/s. This implies that - 1 9 % of the neutral 
D2 gas will eventually be ionized and extracted. It may 

be estimated that about half of the input gas will enter 
the source on the basis of geometry, implying that less 
than half of the gas that does reach the source will be 
ionized. 

Once the ion density at the source exit was deter
mined, the density of first-generation ions at a given point 
on the ion path, past the neutralizer region, was esti
mated to be 

„D + = nD+„«,„,„,•, exp( -cr- J dxj-n^A (5) 

and 

« i v «D + , 
O"01 

+ 
°"l0 

<A)1 + o - I 0 O"oi + o-1 0 

X e x p [ - x r n D J > 0 | + cr,,,)] (6) 

where 

Al 

* 2 

path length inside the neutralizer (cm) 

path length through the rest of the beam box 
area (cm) 

«D, = density of neutral gas (cm"3) (assumed to be 
constant in each of the two separate regions) 

rr = charge-exchange cross section (cm2). 

The charge-exchange cross section at 120 keV is 1.19 X 
10" l 6 cm2 in the deuterium-only case and 2.80 X 
10~16 cm2 in the tritium-only case.8 By using Eqs. (5) 
and (6), the D + and T + first-generation ion densities were 
constructed over the entire ion path and input to DEGAS. 

k-65 cm:>k- 250 cm -X 

Gas puffed in 

385 cm - ^ 

Cryopanel 

±. 

I t ~7rr. 
Opening to torus 

"7T 

Cryopanel 

Fig. 1. DEGAS neutral beam box model and sample 20-particle DEGAS tritium flight. 
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Equation (5) determines the density between the neutral-
izer exit (D„eulexi,) and the ion dump at the side of the 
beam box, and Eq. (6) determines the density between 
the source exit (D V,) and the neutralizer exit. There are 
also ions in areas outside the ion path recreated by strip
ping of a fast neutral. These are low magnitudes that in
troduce a second-order correction to the density—since 
the particle does not follow the ion path while it is a 
neutral—and have not been included here. 

The DEGAS run for the neutral beam box simula
tion is then performed with all of the input as defined 
earlier for 20 and 5000 flight cases. A typical tritium flight 
track is> shown in Fig. 1 from the 20-flight case. In this 
particular flight, the T2 gas molecule is puffed in and un
dergoes several charge-exchange and recombination 
events before finally exiting our simulation region on its 
way to the torus as a high-energy neutral tritium atom 
(seen as the solid line near the top of the beamline). The 
details and data from a 5000-flight case (where flight 
tracks are not displayed) will be discussed in Sec. IV. 

III.B. Turns Simulation 

A simulation of TFTR deuterium-deuterium (D-D) 
siraershot 55851 is performed. This particular shot was 
chosen because the current was high enough for good 
alpha confinement, it had a high central electron temper
ature, and many diagnostic results are available. This shot 
is characterized by a high D-D fusion yield and no mag-
netohyoTodynamic (MHD) instabilities. The toroidal field 
was 5.1 T, the neutral beam injection (NBI) power was 
24.6 MW, and the plasma current was ramped to 1.6 MA. 
The first wall was well conditioned, and a lithium pellet 

was injected prior to NBI (Ref. 17). The DEGAS model 
in this work differs from previous modeling of this su-
pershot by Budny et al.1X by including the pumping ducts 
and the conductances and modeling a 50/50 mix of deu
terium and tritium. In addition, the proper mix of re
cycled D° and D2 (and T° and T2) from ion reflection 
from the inner bumper limiter is modeled. Neutral den
sities and fluxes to all surfaces can then be calculated. 
Pressures are compared with RGA and ion gauge read
ings for this supershot. 

For this model, a grid was set up with 32 horizontal 
segments (that approximate the radial direction), which 
are parallel to surfaces of constant magnetic field lines, 
and 24 vertical segments (that approximate the poloidal 
direction) and are roughly orthogonal to the horizontal 
segments. The horizontal grid lines follow the magnetic 
field lines, except in and near the pumping duct, where 
the lines were altered to model the duct. Toroidal sym
metry is assumed in this two-dimensional run. A conduc
tance calculation was performed to model the remaining 
length of the duct to choose an exit size for the pump duct. 

Figure 2 shows the grid used for the DEGAS simu
lation of TFTR. The grid is a vertical slice through the 
torus at the pumping duct. The center region is the core 
plasma and is not actually modeled in the DEGAS sim
ulation. The core plasma is handled by the TRANSP 
code,19 which calculates transport coefficients based on 
calculations using experimental data in the core plasma. 
In this case, supershot 55851 results were used.20 The 
bumper limiter in the vessel extends from point A to point 
B and is considered to be carbon. The outer wall runs 
from point B to point C and the side of the pumping duct 
from point C to point D, both of which are stainless steel, 

100 A r 
mirror m i r r o r 

• - T « W W ^ - 4 --(---
•-t-mH+x----
; ^ « ® # v . i L - _ . 
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Fig. 2. DEGAS grid simulation. 
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and are modeled as iron. The end of the duct extends from 
point D to point E and contains an exit plane. The line 
from point E to point A is considered a mirror that re
flects particles specularly. Additionally, a particle that 
reaches the center region is considered lost to the plasma. 

The edge plasma parameters were obtained by iter
ation of DEGAS with the B2 code,21 a two-dimensional 
fluid code, with the boundary between the core and the 
edge arbitrarily set at r — 0.75 m. Values for the electron 
density, electron temperature, ion temperature, diffusion 
coefficient, and electron and ion energy transport coef
ficients were extrapolated from TRANSP values at the 
boundary between the core and edge plasma. These re
sults were modified to include the pumping duct and were 
used as input to the final simulation. The effects of in
cluding a volume source of deuterium and tritium at the 
entrance to the duct was also included to improve the 
statistics in this region. 

IV. BESULTS 

SV.A. fUeutral Beam Bun, 

The T2 neutral density is shown in Fig. 3. The den
sity is observed to be highest at the location just beyond 
the ion source. This is expected since it is here that the 
neutral gas is puffed in. The density then falls off quite 
rapidly through the neutralizer and finally reaches a near-
equilibrium value for the rest of the beam box. The av
erage T2 density in the neutralizer (when summed over 
all three beam sources or T l5 T2, T3) is found to be 
(6.0 ± 0.5) X 10'3 cm"3 and (1.1 ± 0.2) X 1012 cm"3 in 
the rest of the beam box. This corresponds to pressures 
of (6.2 ±0.5) X 10_4Torrand(l.l ±0.2) X 10~5Torr, 
respectively. For the D2 case, very similar results are 
found. Using these results in Eqs. (5) and (6), it is esti
mated that 15 ± 2% of the D+ ions reach the ion dump, 

Density of neu t ra l t2 (fdenO) 
TFTR Neutral Beam injection with rectangular geometry, 4/S/95 (JK) 

Fig. 3. Density of neutral T2 in neutral beam box simulation. 
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while only 2 ± 1% of the T+ ions reach the ion dump. 
This large disparity is the result of a much larger charge-
exchange cross section for the tritium case. It has been 
observed in TFTR that neutralization of the tritium beams 
is more efficient than deuterium. This further explains 
why the heat loads to the ion dump are significantly low
ered in the case of tritium operation. 

The DEGAS energetic D° current to the torus is found 
to be (1.72 ± 0.03) X 1020 s"1, or 2.70 ± 0.05% of the 
input gas, with the average energy of the high-energy 
beam particles being 64 ± 1 keV. The corresponding en
ergetic T° results are a current to the torus of (1.61 ± 
0.03) X 1020 s ', or 2.81 ± 0.05% of the input gas. The 
average energy for the high-energy beam particles was 
76 ± 1 keV. The "average" energy is misleading, how
ever, since it is being reduced by a relatively smaller num
ber of low-energy particles. For both the deuterium and 
tritium beams, the median energy is found to be above 
95 keV. The fractions of D2 and T2 (accelerated compo
nents of gas) in the beams were found to be 0.5 ± 0.2% 
and 0.6 ± 0.2% of particles in the beams, respectively. 
The discrepancy between these numbers and the total deu
terium and tritium that is measured entering the torus and 
discussed in Sec. I, is the low-energy atomic and molec
ular flux that is estimated in the following discussion. 
ITie flux and energy distributions to the walls for the tri
tium run are shown in Table II. The errors on these val
ues are as high as 50% as the values ranged greatly over 
individual zones. 

Deuterium and tritium inventory is then taken. For 
the deuterium run, it was discussed previously that 
2.70 ± 0.05% of the input gas reaches the torus. In ad
dition, 6.23 ± 0.08% reaches the cryopanels and 0.36 ± 
0.02% reaches the ion dump. The neutrals that DEGAS 
follows only accounts for 9.3 ± 0.1 % of the gas pumped 
into sources. The remaining 90.7% of gas is now ion
ized and not followed by DEGAS. However, by using 
Eqs. (5) and (6), it is estimated that 3.3 ± 0.3% of the 
deuterium will be deposited on the ion dump as ions. This 
now leaves 87.4 ± 0.3% of the input current unaccounted. 
It is assumed that these ions will recombine by the end 
of the shot, and the places they are most likely to go are 
the torus and the cryopanels since the cryopanels at 4.5 K 

TABLE ..41 
Neutral Flux and Average Energy to the Inside Surfaces 

of the Beam Box from DEGAS Calculations 

TABLE III 
Percentage of Injected Particles Reaching Various Areas 

as Calculated by DEGAS 

Sides of box 
Front of box 
Rear of box 

Total Neutral 
Flux to Wall 
(cm~2-s~') 

2.03 X 1017 

1.64 X 1018 

2.61 X 1016 

Average Energy 

0.65 keV 
42keV 

0.43 eV 

Cryopanels 
Torus 
Beam dumps 

Deuterium 

89.9 ± 0.3% 
6.37 ± 0.05% 
3.7 ± 0.3% 

Tritium 

92.4 ± 0.2% 
6.64 ± 0.05% 
1.0 ± 0.2% 

have a significantly higher sticking coefficient than the 
other internal wall surfaces. By simply taking area con
siderations, 95.8% of the unaccounted amount will reach 
the cryopanels, and the remaining 4.2% will reach the 
torus. The final distributions for both the deuterium and 
tritium runs are shown in Table III. These numbers com
pare reasonably well with estimates that —95% of the 
input tritium current reaches the cryopanels, with the re
maining 5% divided about equally between the torus and 
ion dump. 

1V.B. Tunis Simulation 

The deuterium and tritium ion fluxes to the bumper 
limiter are shown in Fig. 4, while the corresponding 
atomic fluxes are shown in Fig. 5. The distance on these 
graphs represents the distance from point A toward point 
B in Fig. 2. In both cases, the deuterium and tritium re
sults were virtually identical, because of their similar 
masses, and the statistical errors are relatively small (on 
the order of a few percent). The peak in both the ion and 
atomic fluxes occurs —0.3 m from point A. The neutral 
molecular fluxes to the bumper limiter were found to be 
relatively small, some three to four orders of magnitude 
smaller than the atomic and ion fluxes. The atomic deu
terium and tritium fluxes to the outer wall are shown in 
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• Fig. 4. Deuterium and tritium ion fluxes to the bumper limiter. 
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Fig. 5. Deuterium and tritium neutral fluxes to the bumper 
limiter. 
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Fig. 6. The distance here represents the distance from point 
B toward point C in Fig. 2. Again, deuterium and tritium 
results are very similar, with the fluxes monotonically 
declining along the outer wall until we approach the 
pumping duct. Statistical errors are on the order of a few 
percent, except in a few extremely short wall segments. 

Figure 7 shows the average energy of the deuterium 
and tritium ions incident upon the bumper limiter.'' The 
peak is seen to occur near point A and generally decrease 
as one approaches point B. The corresponding neutral re
sults are shown in Fig. 8. The peak energy occurs near 
point B. Deuterium and tritium results are again similar 
in both cases. The energies of the molecules are very small 
(<0 .2eV) . Figure 9 shows the average energy of atomic 
deuterium and tritium incident on the outer wall and 
pumping duct. 

The pressure at the end of the pumping duct is found 
from DEGAS to be 1.35 X 10~5 Pa. This does not com-
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Fig. 8. Average energy of deuterium and tritium neutrals inci
dent on the bumper limiter. 
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9. Average energy of deuterium and tritium neutrals inci
dent on the outer wall and pumping duct. 
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Fig. 6. The distance here represents the distance from point 
B toward point C in Fig. 2. Again, deuterium and tritium 
results are very similar, with the fluxes monotonically 
declining along the outer wall until we approach the 
pumping duct. Statistical errors are on the order of a few 
percent, except in a few extremely short wall segments. 

Figure 7 shows the average energy of the deuterium 
and tritium ions incident upon the bumper limiter.8 The 
peak is seen to occur near point A and generally decrease 
as one approaches point B. The corresponding neutral re
sults are shown in Fig. 8. The peak energy occurs near 
point B. Deuterium and tritium results are again similar 
in both cases. The energies of the molecules are very small 
(<0.2 eV). Figure 9 shows the average energy of atomic 
deuterium and tritium incident on the outer wall and 
pumping duct. 

The pressure at the end of the pumping duct is found 
from DEGAS to be 1.35 X 10 ~5 Pa. This does not com-
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pare favorably with RGA data, which indicate a pressure 
of 1.2 X 10~3 Pa at this location. The main reason for 
this discrepancy is the fact that the DEGAS result is dur
ing the discharge, while the RGA data are only valid for 
after the discharge, when the pressure increases. Ion gauge 
pressure data during the discharge are around its noise 
level and are valid only as an upper limit, with a pressure 
somewhat below 1 X 10 4 Pa. The measured tritium pres
sure is three to ten times the gauge pressure, as ions not 
striking beam dump releases T2 gas that flows out in to 
the torus. 

The total energy distribution of particles reaching the 
bumper limiter has two peaks, one at 4 eV from molec
ular dissociation and the other on the order of 750 eV. 
Only the higher energy particles will implant into the walls 
to any significant degree. The reflection coefficient for 
either deuterium or tritium on carbon is —0.09. (Whether 
one includes the effect of the lithium pellets and whether 
lithium is distributed on the bumper limiter is not impor
tant since the reflection coefficient is similar for a lith
ium or carbon target.) The deuterium current to the 
bumper limiter is (1.38 ± 0.02) X 1022 s - 1 , and the tri
tium current is (1.27 ± 0.02) X 1022 s '. The implanted 
current is then found by taking the incident current times 
the percentage that does not reflect times the percentage 
of particles in the higher energy rapge. When this is done, 
the implanted currents are found to be (6.03 ± 0.08) X 
1021 s~" and (5.40 ± 0.08) X 1021 s~' for deuterium and 
tritium, respectively. The deuterium current to the outer 
wall and pumping duct is (1.95 ± 0.029) X 1021 s"',and 
the tritium current is (1.96 ± 0.038) X 1021 s"1. Sim
ilar calculations are performed for the iron outer wall, 
using a reflection coefficient of 0.54 (average energy of 
405 eV) , and the corresponding results are (9.97 ± 
0.01) X 1020 s _ l and (1.06 ± 0.01) X 1021 s~' for deu
terium and tritium, respectively. 

For a calculation of in-vessel and duct inventory, the 
following loss mechanisms were considered. During the 
shot, particles can be implanted in the walls or escape 
(either out the duct or into the plasma or become ion
ized). After the shot they are pumped out. 

Several materials properties were used. It is as
sumed that carbon is saturated at 0.4 D/C (Ref. 22). Thus, 
for every implanted particle one comes out. The stain
less steel was assumed to be saturated at 0.01 D/Fe 
(Ref. 23). Also, the implantation range in carbon and iron 
were taken from TRIM but were multiplied by 1.8 to take 
into account saturation effects.24 The bumper limiter area 
used is 23 m2, and the outer wall and ducts are 110 m2. 
Assuming a saturated wall and knowing the depth of im
plantation is sufficient information to calculate the re
tained tritium independent of the DEGAS simulation. 
However, since trapping in the codeposited layer is likely, 
the detailed knowledge of the fluxes and energies to the 
wall are useful quantities to know. 

Putting all of the information together, it is esti
mated that the amount of tritium retained in the vacuum 

vessel from implantation after one hundred fifty 1-s dis
charges easily reaches saturation and is 0.5 ±0.1 g, or 
5 ± 1 kCi. The retention in the outer wall and duct is 
0.042 ± 0.023 g, or 0.44 ± 0.19 kCi. These do not in
clude deposition in a redeposited layer which could be 
removed by He/O discharge cleaning. It is seen that the 
total amount of implanted tritium is well below the total 
•allowed limit of 5 g and below the ideal limit of 2 g of 
in-vessel inventory. Being well below the allowed level 
is important since the implanted tritium reaches fairly 
large depths and would be difficult to remove for recov
ery with mechanisms such as HeO glow discharge clean
ing with a removal rate of only 0.01 nm/s. 

V. SOEimAEIY 

This paper shows experimental, analytical, and mod
eling results for the primary tritium pathway in TFTR— 
the neutral beams. Reasonable agreement was achieved 
between the measured inputs and the global modeling re
sults. The model then shows the detailed behavior of the 
neutral gas in and around the beam box, pumping duct, 
torus edge, and bumper limiter. Finally the implanted in
ventory is estimated. 
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